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BtfTmiHi SURFBB | 
Electric Larry Land 
sn mco 
like almost everything else that this band has done 
in their career, die Butthole Surfers take on the 
title supergroup without any of the pretensions 
some other acts may carry. The Butthole Surfers 
simply are, quite definitely, a supergroup, of which 
few compare. 
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WBMJO Xrn 
Acres Of Suede 
siui a 
Aaes of Suede is Wilder 
best. From the begnrina, 
have played inteligent, aever rockY rol. 
Their four highly praised albums conjure up 
with a sound that defies comparison to other 
contemporary rock 'n‘ rol bands. 
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SEVEN MM Y TWEE fi9S 
American Standard 

ions 
Raised on the coleae and dub scene around 
Virginia's College or Wiliam & Mary and 
solidified in the Orlando, Florida dub circuit, 
the rock quartet's widely praised live powers have earned them a devoted local following. 
With die band's track record for turning mere 
Ssteners into fans, 7 Mvy 3 is poised to push 
their livnl uirrea onto n rwitinnni level 
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SEMISONIC 
Great Divide 
n.u a 
The Minneapolis power trio, Semisonic wraps 
grooves ana (fetation around infectious 
melodies. With their alluring vocals, noise 
loops and memorable songs, Semisonic creates 
music that is both irresistible and provocative. 
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WHYSURE 
Why Store 
$9.88 CO 
Familiar music that is comparable to none, The 
Why Store blend several combinations of 
American music to comprise their ovm style of 
Rode music. Featuring the rich vocals of Chris 
Shaffer, each song offers a passionate delivery 
of meaningful lyrics. 
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MARILYN MANSON 11 
Smells Like Children 
MS CO 
As they continue to erase the fine line between right 
and wrong, male or female and good and evil, 
Marlyn Manson invites you to listen to their new 
EP, Smells like Children. A concept record drat is as 

shocking as it is educational, Smells like Chidren is 
the perfect soundtrack to your once-silent childhood 
nightmares. 
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HENUNSER 
Devil Thumbs A Hide 
$11 Jl CD 
The Hunger ore poised to break out of their 
Houston base with the release of their debut 
album for Universal Records, Devi Thumbs A 
Ride. The album dearly defines the cutting- 
edge sound that The Hunger has strived to 
create throuah the intense live performances they are welf known for throughout Texas and 
Louisiana. 
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HO-HUM 
Local 
$9.08 CO 
Ho-hum lives in Little Rock, Arkonsas on o 

big continent that fits hi between the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans. They have been cutting 
tunes in the bat cave for the past several yean 
and play for the natives on me weekends. 
Local was recorded by Ho-hum in Musde 
Shoals, Alabama and London, England with Brit 
producers dive Longer and AJan Winstanley. 

BABE THE BLUE OX J&L 
People 
mi co 
Babe The Blue Ox has long been regarded 
as one of the mast unique ana innovative 
bands an the NYC alternative scene. Their 
distinclive sound has been described as 'a 
densely textured mass of careful, musical 
mayhem drat somehow, almost magically turns 
into butt-shakjn' fump." 

LUSTRE 
Lustre 
$11J8tf 
The three members of Lustre met in Charlotte, 
NC and after forming the band in October 
1993 they made their first demo tape just two 
months later. Each member of Lustre comes 

from a different musical background. This 
combination of musical influences has given 
Lustre the tools to produce a collection of 
briliant, melodic songs copoble of being 
ployed on multiple radio formats. 

ASS PON YS 
Known Universe 
$11 jin 
Ass Poavs were formed in Gntinnali, Ohio in 
October 1989. Continuing in the Ass Powys' 
tradition of briliant story-telling, the new 
material indkotes a significant growth in the 
band's songwriting and live performance, and 
wi undoubtedly gamer additional national 
recognition. 
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BAULKS ® 
River Songs 
$11 js a 
Since forming the quintet five years ago, 
Tin Bailees have enjoyed critical 
acdaim and substantial radio support from 
their first two releases on the band's own Hite 
Off Records'label. River Songs is a colection 
of dulcimers, dofaros, mandolins, jaw harps and 
harmonicas, along with guitars, keyboards, 
bass and dr ums,« of which help The 
Bailees create their own special brand of 
roots rock. 
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IMPERIAL KUfi COLUMBIA 

Imperial Drag 
shjib 
Two member (and main songwriters) of 
Imperial Drag used to be in die band 
Jellyfish. Imperial Drag's music reflects the 
lush, pop melodies of Jelyfish complemented 
with edgy guitar sounds reminiscent of T. Red 
and Mott The Hoople. 
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3 Years k A Row* 

* CD-105 Best Of Omaha 

IN OMAHA: IN UNCOtN: IN COUNCIL 
• Old Market • East BLUFFS: 

1114 Howard St. 6105 “O” St. • Council Bluffs 
• Orchard Plaza • Downtown 14th 1730 Madison Ave. 

2457- South 132nd St. «q„ <- 

• Miracle Hills , yan porn 
666 North 114th St. 2711 South 4g 

• Bellevue 
1015 Galvin Road So. 


